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benjamin irving rouse

August 29, 1913–February 4, 2006

by  william f .  keegan

His friends and Colleagues knew him as “ben.” as he 
explained it, “my dad was irving rouse. i’m ben” (in 

drew, 2006), yet in all of his publications he used the name 
irving rouse. like christopher columbus he “discovered” the 
native peoples of the caribbean, and through his work our 
understanding of these peoples has been enhanced greatly. 
moreover, the results of his research usually were published 
in a timely manner, and the notes and detailed drawings 
form an important corpus of data that is as useful today as 
it was 50 years ago. ben’s book The Tainos: Rise and Decline 
of the People Who Greeted Columbus (1992) has been hugely 
popular and widely read, and introduced the archaeology 
of this region to numerous people who otherwise might not 
be interested.

ben’s family

ben was born in rochester, new york, on august 29, 
1913. His father, who also graduated from yale, owned a 
nursery, and ben grew up with an interest in plants. He 
began his career at yale in 1930; he was 17 years old. His 
undergraduate work was in plant science, and he intended 
to go into forestry. as he describes it, he took the $500 his 
family gave him for school and put it in the bank. but this 
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was the year after the stock market collapse and the bank 
failed. ben lost all his money. faced with the need to fend 
for himself he took whatever job was available. at first this 
was mowing lawns and raking leaves on the yale campus, 
but in time cornelius osgood developed a liking for ben 
and put him to work cataloging anthropology collections 
in the yale Peabody museum. osgood’s confidence in ben 
started him on his path in anthropology, a path that led to 
an extraordinary 70-year career.

on june 2�, 1939, ben married mary mikami. mary was 
herself an extraordinary person. she came from an aristo-
cratic family in japan, where her father was an accomplished 
naval officer. Her family moved to the united states in the 
early 1900s, and she was born in san francisco in 1912. 
after moving to alaska, she was involved in anthropology 
projects and studied at the university of alaska, where she 
met froelich rainey, who convinced her to pursue a Ph.d. 
at yale. there she met and married ben. they had two sons, 
david and Peter. david became an urban landscape architect 
in Philadelphia, following in the family tradition. Peter was 
the chief of staff to tom daschle and currently is the chief 
of staff for barack obama in the u.s. senate. mary mikami 
was ben’s lifelong companion, and at times collaborator, 
until her death at the age of 87 on august 7, 1999. Her 
passing was memorialized in the u.s. senate (congressional 
record, 1999).

ben and yale

working 20 hours a week and studying full time through 
the lean years of the great depression, ben completed his 
b.s. in plant science at yale’s sheffield scientific school in 
193�. this was a very prestigious accomplishment. However, 
by his junior year ben had decided that he did not want to 
be a forester. Plant science, in his opinion, was a “mature 
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field of study,” and he became fascinated with the fledgling 
field of anthropology through his work on anthropological 
collections in the yale Peabody museum. at osgood’s urging 
he began to take graduate classes in anthropology.

ben completed his Ph.d. in 1938. it was later published 
by yale university Publications in anthropology in two parts. 
the first dealt with methods of analysis entitled Prehistory in 
Haiti: A Study in Method (1939); the second focused on the 
application of these methods and was called Culture of the 
Ft. Liberté Region, Haiti (19�1). after completing his Ph.d., 
ben was hired by the Peabody museum of natural History 
as an assistant curator; he was promoted to associate curator 
in 19�7 and research associate in 195�. He was instructor in 
anthropology from 1939 to19�3, became an assistant profes-
sor in 19�3, associate professor in 19�8, professor in 195�, 
and maccurdy professor in 1970. during his years at yale, 
he served in a number of administrative capacities, including 
director of graduate studies (1953-1957, 1969-1972), depart-
ment chair (1957-1963), director of undergraduate studies 
(1967-1970), and chair of the interdisciplinary archaeology 
program beginning in 1970.

ben was the charles j. maccurdy Professor of anthropol-
ogy and curator of anthropology when he officially retired in 
198�, but he never stopped working. a most admirable qual-
ity was his dedication to getting his archaeological research 
into press. His investigations at the Hacienda grande site 
were published in 1990, and despite the fact he completed 
the fieldwork in antigua in 1973, he pushed on to publish 
the results of this work (1999).

major contribution: time-sPace systematics

my main recollection of graduate school was that the professors had diverse 
conflicting points of view. as an undergraduate i had been led to believe 
that there was a right way of doing things and all i had to do was learn what 
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it was. it bothered me at the time, but when i look back i think it was very 
good for me. it forced me to develop my own viewpoint and to be open to 
other points of view. one of the major influences on my thinking was the 
linguistic method of analysis (siegel, 1996, p. 672).

this quote is the perfect summation of ben’s perspec-
tive. He really believed that there was one right way to do 
things. starting from a strong background in taxonomy and 
influenced by linguistics, he sought to develop a method of 
classification that could be applied universally. He believed 
that classification was knowledge: if you could identify cul-
tures and place them in the appropriate boxes of time and 
space, you would produce a complete culture history. ben 
never liked the messiness of anthropology.

His contributions to classification are legion. He was a ma-
jor player in the debates concerning archaeological taxonomy. 
He developed a unique scheme for classifying archaeological 
materials based on modal analysis. His approach was first 
published in 1939 in a publication that remains a classic work 
that is as relevant today as it was 70 years ago (Prehistory in 
Haiti: A Study in Method). even though his scheme was never 
widely adopted, willey and sabloff (197�) in their book A 
History of American Archaeology recognized his contributions 
by placing him at the base of the tree from which modern 
american archaeology developed. through the years ben 
revised his time-space diagram for caribbean cultures with 
the belief that every refinement moved us that much closer 
to understanding the past. it has formed the foundation for 
caribbean culture history for over 50 years.

ben took a sabbatical in england in 1963-196�. He re-
ceived a guggenheim foundation fellowship and was hosted 
by the institute of archaeology at the university of london. 
He expressed gratitude to the guggenheim foundation for 
suggesting that he go to europe to expand his horizons: “i 
am particularly grateful to the guggenheim selection com-
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mittee for recognizing my parochialism and insisting that i 
go to europe to correct it” (1972, p. xvii). at the time, he 
was working on three books. the first, Introduction to Prehis-
tory: A Systematic Approach (1972), dealt with the methods of 
prehistory. the other two were to deal with aspects of world 
prehistory. this book clearly illustrates ben’s interest in a 
“linguistic approach.” it is essentially a lexicon and grammar 
for describing archaeological materials and their relationships 
with regard to the identification of “peoples and cultures” 
from an admittedly “normative” perspective.

yet ben never moved beyond his undergraduate belief 
that there was only one correct way to study the past. He 
commented, “as i look back, i’m impressed by the fact that 
archaeology in the 1960s had reached the same state of 
maturity in classification that biology had reached when i 
was an undergraduate” (siegel, 1996, p. 672). He goes on 
to say, “just before the revolution in archaeology took place, 
archaeologists had very high prestige in the discipline of 
anthropology because we knew what we wanted to do. then 
binford and his generation destroyed all that” (siegel, 1996, 
p. 677). 

ben may have claimed to be “open to other points of 
view,” but he really was not. He ruled the caribbean with 
an iron fist for many years and if your grant proposal or 
peer-reviewed article did not fit with his approach (and he 
seems to have reviewed them all), they were not funded or 
published. we had a particularly nasty exchange in the late 
1980s. American Anthropologist asked him to submit a paper 
on the origins of the taínos. no one would review it. as a 
naïve young assistant curator, i accepted the challenge and 
wrote a scathing review. the other reviewers must have done 
the same because the article was rejected. ben was furious! 
when he learned that i had been a reviewer, he told me that 
the only reason i had a job doing caribbean archaeology 
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was because i had “snuck in through the bahamas.” i know 
of a similar exchange during fieldwork in antigua in 197�, 
during which he told his graduate student to just do the best 
job he could. when he found out that this student was ap-
plying the theories and methods of the “new archaeology,” 
rouse was outraged. i relate these stories not to chastise 
ben. He was always a gracious host and gentleman when i 
visited him at yale. but it is important to recognize that he 
had a very particular mindset, and that he spent his career 
trying to develop the one correct way of doing archaeology. 
He set himself an impossible task.

rouse in tHe caribbean

Professor cornelius osgood arrived at yale in 1930. 
following the lead of franz boas, osgood was interested 
in developing a comprehensive and systematic program of 
regional study, and with private backing he initiated the 
caribbean anthropological Program (caP) in 1933 with the 
assistance of froelich rainey. the program included social 
anthropology as well as archaeology, and Professor sidney 
mintz was an early participant. the program never had sub-
stantial funding, but it encouraged interest in an area that 
previously had been neglected. 

it is not clear why the caribbean was chosen. rouse 
(siegel, 1996, p. 682) suggests that charlotte gower, a 
fellow graduate student at the university of chicago, in-
fluenced osgood’s choice of area. gower wrote her disser-
tation on the west indies and considered possible connec-
tions between the caribbean and florida (gower, 1927). 
it is perhaps for this reason that florida originally was 
included in the caP. in fact, florida became something 
of a refuge for the caribbean program. as ben recounts,  
“after world war ii it was difficult to get back into the west 
indies. transportation patterns hadn’t been reestablished. i 
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wanted to go into the field, so osgood suggested that i work 
in florida. at the same time john goggin came to yale as 
a graduate student” (siegel, 1996, p. 682). but the interest 
in florida soon waned; “after realizing that there was really 
little relationship between florida and the west indies, we 
dropped florida from the program” (siegel, 1996, p. 682).

Private sponsorship provided yale graduate student fro-
elich rainey the opportunity to sail through the bahamas in 
search of archaeological sites in 1933. rainey failed to find 
anything of significance in the bahamas (but see keegan, 
1992), and so he and his patron turned to Haiti. one of caP’s 
first projects was an archaeological investigation of Haiti. as 
mentioned, osgood took an immediate liking to the young 
and industrious ben rouse and put him to work cataloging 
anthropological collections in the Peabody museum, and 
encouraged him to pursue graduate studies in anthropology. 
ben was sent to Haiti with rainey in 193�, and these investi-
gations formed the basis for his dissertation (1938).

reading between the lines, there seems to have been 
some tension between rouse and rainey. in his memoir, 
Reflections of a Digger: Fifty years of Archaeology, rainey (1992) 
devotes a chapter to his experiences in the caribbean. He 
comments that all of the ideas he proposed for the islands 
had been overturned, but goes on to say that some people 
still think he was right. of course it was rouse who rejected 
rainey’s ideas. rainey (1992, p. �3) reminisces that years 
later when introducing ben at a lecture: “my clearest memory 
of him was sitting in a small Haitian jail with me, while the 
local police chief and his men dug out a large mound at 
meillac in north Haiti, where they thought we were digging 
for pirate treasure. Perhaps that was a good beginning for 
a very serious and very academic sort of youngster.” rainey 
left the caribbean in 1935 to conduct research in alaska, 
and ben took over. 
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ben next worked in Puerto rico in 1936, 1937, and 1938 
as part of the scientific survey of Porto rico and the virgin 
islands sponsored by the new york academy of sciences. 
this was a landmark program combining investigations by 
numerous scientists investigating all aspects of the environ-
ment and archaeology on the island. rainey had conducted 
surveys and excavations in Puerto rico in 193� under the 
direction of the Peabody museum. ben followed up on 
rainey’s (19�0) work, and their differences in interpreta-
tion are clear and evident. whereas rainey believed that the 
different cultural assemblages that he identified reflected 
different migrations, ben believed that they were part of a 
single line of development. these differences contributed 
to ben’s lifelong focus on the meaning and identification 
of human migrations (1986). ben objected to the general 
application of the european conquest model to explain all 
migrations, and he demonstrated that one model cannot 
possibly fit all cases (drew, 2006).

between may and september 19�1, ben and osgood con-
ducted research in cuba that was sponsored by the institute 
of andean research. osgood (19�2) focused on the archaic 
cultures (ciboney), while rouse investigated what would 
become known as the ceramic age. He recalls, 

“sr. orencio miguel alonso…took me to most of the sites i visited in the 
municipalities of banes and antilla. His automobile, ‘drácula,’ proved in-
dispensable in this work, for it could go all places where mine could not. 
my excavations were carried out by the boy scouts of the banes troop under 
his direction” (19�2, p. 6).

ben studied caribbean collections in european museums 
in 1939. the most significant of these, in his opinion, was j. 
a. bullbrook’s collection from trinidad, which was housed 
in the british museum. bullbrook had written a detailed ac-
counting of his work and finds in 1919, but these had never 
been published. rouse (1953) recognized the significance 
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of this work because it provided a detailed accounting of 
stratigraphic relationships “sixteen years before rainey’s 
pioneer stratigraphic research in Puerto rico.” ben spent 10 
weeks in trinidad in the summer of 19�6, collaborating with 
bullbrook, and editing his manuscript (bullbrook, 1953). He 
did additional work on the island with john goggin in 1953. 
excavations at the sites of cedros and ortoire would become 
the type-sites for the cedrosan saladoid and ortoiroid series 
of caribbean peoples and cultures. these established an 
eastern south american origin for the ceramic and archaic 
ages, respectively. He returned to trinidad with fred olsen 
in 1969 and collected samples for radiocarbon dating. 

osgood and george Howard conducted preliminary sur-
veys of venezuela and trinidad in 19�1. they were followed 
a year later by josé maría cruxent, who recently had moved 
to venezuela from barcelona, spain, during the spanish civil 
war. cruxent would spend the next 16 years investigating 
venezuelan prehistory. ben worked with cruxent in 19�6, 
1950, 1955, and 1956-1957. Here, on the banks of the ori-
noco river, ben found the evidence he needed to challenge 
julian steward’s circum-caribbean theory (see below).

beginning in the 1950s, a variety of the new investiga-
tions were conducted by his students: robert Howard in 
jamaica (1950), marshall mckusick in st. lucia (1960), Paul 
gene Hahn in cuba (1961), and louis allaire in martinique 
(1977). what is surprising is that only allaire, of all of his 
students, continued to conduct research in the caribbean 
after completing their dissertations.

ben used the results of his students and other investiga-
tors to fill in the gaps in his chart. all of these excavations 
contributed to ben’s increasingly detailed diagrams of the 
“peoples and cultures” of the caribbean. beginning with the 
classification techniques first developed in his dissertation, he 
plotted the distributions of like materials in time and space 
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(with space on the x axis and time on the y axis). a major 
breakthrough came in the 1950s with the development of 
radiocarbon dating. ben received a national sciences foun-
dation grant in 1963 to obtain the first radiocarbon dates 
for the region. minze stuiver analyzed a total of 31 samples 
from venezuela, guadeloupe, and Puerto rico at the yale 
geochronology lab. more dates were obtained in succeed-
ing years, and ben was then able to refine the chronology 
for the region (1978).

 ben’s final major field project was conducted in the 
summer of 1973 on antigua. fred olsen, who developed a 
method for safely packing high explosives and was head of 
explosives and ammunition research for the u.s. army until 
1929, had built a winter home on antigua in 195�. olsen was 
an avid amateur archaeologist and began excavating a site 
at mill reef. He invited ben to antigua to help them learn 
to excavate properly. ben accepted the invitation and spent 
10 days helping the “mill reef diggers” in 1956. as olsen 
(197�a, p. 26) recounts, ben “immediately captivated mill 
reef with his modesty, consideration, and patience.” 

disappointed that the mill reef site was small and the 
artifacts relatively unspectacular, olsen continued his ex-
plorations of archaeological sites on the island. with the 
discovery of the indian creek site he believed that he finally 
had a spectacular site, and ben was again invited to the island 
to conduct systematic excavations. it is my understanding 
that ben did not want to do the project, and after an initial 
visit to the site in 1969, he held out for several more years. 
However, by this time olsen had amassed a fabulous collec-
tion of pre-columbian artifacts and yale was cultivating him 
for a major donation (george kubler wrote the foreword to 
olsen’s book [197�a]). 

ben eventually relented and in may 1973 he and graduate 
student dave d. davis went to antigua. davis did the initial 
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survey of indian creek and then directed the excavation of 
archaic sites (davis, 2000), while rouse with local help ex-
cavated indian creek (1999). during the excavation of the 
final trench (trench 7) in june, ben suffered a heart attack 
and spent the next five weeks in the hospital (olsen, 197�b). 
despite his reluctance to participate in this project, the 
results from indian creek and jolly beach served to define 
the culture history of the northern lesser antilles. a second 
important outcome of this work was the encouragement he 
gave to desmond nicholson. nicholson, a long-time resident 
of antigua, had a more archaeological focus than did ol-
sen (who seems to have been more interested in artifacts). 
desmond went on to found the museum of antigua and 
barbuda, and was the driving force behind archaeological 
investigations on the island for decades.

although he never directed another research project, 
over the years ben visited numerous ongoing excavations. 
young researchers especially sought ben’s sage advice and 
wisdom. for example, shaun sullivan brought ben to middle 
caicos (turks & caicos islands) in 1977. sullivan (1981) had 
discovered the first “ball court” in the bahama archipelago at 
site mc-6. given this unique discovery, sullivan sought ben’s 
opinion. getting to mc-6 required following a treacherous 
3.5-km-long trail. when ben fell on the trail, sullivan feared 
that he had killed him!

we need also to consider something of an enigma. the 
international association for caribbean archaeology, albeit 
known by different names at different times, has been the pri-
mary forum for caribbeanists for the past �5 years. typically, 
the congress meets every other year on a different caribbean 
island. ben attended what was then called the first interna-
tional convention for the study of pre-columbian culture 
in the lesser antilles held at fort-de-france, martinique, in 
july 1961. father robert Pinchon organized this convention, 
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and the debates were so contentious i have been told that 
distribution of the publication was suppressed. Proceedings 
of the business meeting for the second “congress” indicate 
that Pinchon had asked ben, ripley bullen, and william 
Haag to serve as an advisory committee. the second con-
gress was supposed to be organized by thomas j. maxwell 
in Puerto rico in 1963, but maxwell left Puerto rico before 
the meeting came to fruition. ripley bullen picked up the 
slack and with neville connell, director of the barbados 
museum, the second congress was held in barbados in 1967. 
bullen was named the permanent chair, and he organized 
biennial meetings and published congress proceedings until 
his death in 1977.

what is surprising is that rouse, despite his status as a 
founder of caribbean archaeology, did not support this orga-
nization. He did not attend the second meeting in barbados 
(in 1967), the third in grenada (in 1969), the fourth in st. 
lucia (in 1971), and although he published a paper in the 
proceedings of the fifth congress (in antigua in 1973) he 
was not in attendance, probably due to his heart attack just 
prior to the congress. He did attend the sixth congress in 
guadeloupe in 1975 but not the seventh or eighth. despite 
this apparent lack of interest in the organization, he was 
recognized for his contributions to caribbean archaeology, 
along with jacques Petitjean roget, at the 16th congress in 
guadeloupe (in 1995). why did the “father” of caribbean 
archaeology not participate on a more regular basis in meet-
ings of caribbean archaeologists? 

i do not know the answer, but i can offer speculations. at 
the first convention father Pinchon, an amateur archaeolo-
gist, was brutal in his questioning of ben’s interpretations. 
the permanent chair of subsequent congresses was ripley 
bullen, who did not have a Ph.d. and who developed a dif-
ferent concept of ceramic “series.” the congress also had a 
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more amateur feel to it, especially in the early years. more-
over, archaeologists from Hispanic countries, notably mario 
sanoja and iraida vargas in venezuela and marcio veloz 
maggiolo in the dominican republic were pursuing marx-
ist explanations for cultural developments in the caribbean 
(modo de vida). french archaeologists were pursuing their 
own agenda. clifford evans and betty meggers continued to 
promote julian steward’s notion of a formative that derived 
from migrations out of andean south america (circum-ca-
ribbean chiefdoms). as mentioned earlier, rouse believed 
that there was one correct way to do archaeology. at carib-
bean congresses he would have had to confront a diversity 
of approaches and a chaotic view of archaeology. i suspect 
he believed that the effort was not worth his time.

we also need to recognize ben’s contributions to con-
necticut archaeology. “i did local archaeology. Quite a bit of 
it. i was 16 years old when i became involved with the asc” 
(drew, 2006). the archaeological society of connecticut 
(asc) was officially founded in 193� with the goal of train-
ing archaeologists to complete the archaeological survey of 
the state. osgood was the first president. ben was the first 
secretary-treasurer, then secretary, and he was editor of the 
ASC Bulletin. in the late 1950s it was decided that the univer-
sity of connecticut at storrs would handle local archaeology 
while yale would focus on national and international projects.  
by this time ben had already moved on, and was more focused 
on his interests in world archaeology. However, in 198� he 
collaborated with lucianne lavin to rehabilitate the Peabody 
museum’s aging exhibits on native americans with a special 
focus on the archaeology of connecticut.

defining moment: Handbook of soutH american indians

a defining moment in ben’s career was his participation 
in the Handbook of South American Indians in the mid 19�0s. 
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He contributed chapters on the (island) arawak (now taí-
nos) and (island) carib. these chapters drew heavily on 
the accounts of european chroniclers, and served as the 
main source of information about these cultures for years 
(19�8).

julian steward edited this seven-volume compendium and 
introduced the concept of sociocultural levels of integration 
to organize the volumes. steward classified south american 
indians into marginal tribes, tropical forest cultures, 
circum-caribbean chiefdoms, and andean states; a slight 
variation on the more general classification of cultures into 
bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and states. the island arawaks were 
grouped with the circum-caribbean chiefdoms, which stew-
ard proposed were derived from the expansion of complex 
societies from the andes along the caribbean littoral and 
out into the islands. rouse disagreed. He proposed instead 
that the native peoples of the caribbean had originated in 
lowland south america along the banks of the amazon and 
orinoco rivers. after migrating downriver to the northeast-
ern coast of venezuela and the guianas (orinoco delta) 
they then migrated into the caribbean islands (1953). ben 
believed that the caribbean was colonized by four discrete 
migrations. these occurred during the lithic, archaic,  
ceramic, and Historic ages. after every migration the bor-
ders were hermetically sealed such that new migrations were 
not accepted. 

other archaeologists in the region viewed every new 
pottery series as reflecting a separate migration of peoples 
from south america. rouse has remained adamant that 
there was a single ceramic age migration called saladoid 
that was followed by the local development (in Puerto rico) 
of a new series called ostionoid. to emphasize this point 
he adopted the concept of subseries that was first proposed 
by gary vescelius, the territorial archaeologist for the u.s. 
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virgin islands. ben regrouped his earlier series into subseries 
leaving only the initial saladoid and subsequent ostionoid 
as full series. this modification eliminated the possibility 
of multiple migrations, and cut off discussions of outside, 
circum-caribbean influences in the region. as he noted, “my 
efforts have been largely devoted to trying to counteract the 
assumption that everything had to come in from the outside” 
(siegel, 1996, p. 682). He did accept that there were outside 
influences, but he maintained a belief in the uniqueness of 
caribbean cultures.

final tHougHts

i first met ben at the second bahamas conference on 
archaeology in 1978, but recall an interesting exchange 
during the third bahamas conference held on san salva-
dor, bahamas, in 1982. john winter presented a paper on a 
study using neutron activation to characterize pottery from 
cuba and the bahamas. He concluded that similarities in 
their signatures indicated that bahamian pottery (Palmetto 
ware) must have developed from a cuban tradition. in the 
discussion that followed i argued that without any dates it 
was impossible to identify a cuban source for bahamian pot-
tery (i.e., when did the spread of pottery from cuba occur?). 
during the break, ben came up to me and said, “you don’t 
think much of pottery analysis, do you?” How could i, a new 
m.a., respond to this great figure in caribbean archaeology 
who at that time had spent almost 50 years studying pottery 
in the caribbean? i said, “it is not the study of pottery i 
object to, it is the use of incomplete evidence to justify this 
particular conclusion.”

over the years i and many others visited ben’s lab at yale 
on numerous occasions. He was always a gracious host, and 
incredibly generous with his time and resources. He had the 
most incredible collection of articles and papers on carib-
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bean archaeology, and an encyclopedic knowledge of who 
wrote what and when. when i last saw him i was studying 
ostionan pottery, and he offered me his cards describing 
modes for this subseries in Puerto rico (in the days before 
computers ben would list different modes for a style or series 
on separate 3×5 cards). foolishly i did not accept his offer, 
but hopefully the cards are still on file at yale.

ben rouse is rightfully recognized as the doyen of carib-
bean archaeology. but it would be wrong to view him simply 
as a caribbeanist. His contributions and influence extend 
far beyond this region. He was a pioneer in what later would 
be called the classificatory-Historical Period in american 
archaeology. His contributions to classification as a tool in 
archaeology are recognized widely. furthermore, he had a 
great interest in world archaeology, a subject he taught at 
yale beginning in the 1960s. ben distinguished between ar-
chaeologists (methodological technicians) and prehistorians 
(those who wrote the past). He was always a prehistorian, and 
took a broad and synthetic view of the peoples and cultures 
that lived in the past. He has left a lasting imprint on the 
caribbean region in particular and american archaeology 
in general.

cHronology

1913 born august 29 in rochester, new york
1930-193� attended sheffield scientific school, yale university  

  as an undergraduate
193�-38 attended graduate school, yale university
193�-1938 secretary-treasurer, archaeological society of connecticut
1935 fieldwork in Haiti
1936-1938 fieldwork in Puerto rico
1938-1950 editor, bulletin of the archaeological society of connecticut
1939 june 2�, married mary mikami
1939 carnegie foundation grant to study in european museums
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19�1 fieldwork in cuba
19�� fieldwork in florida
19��-19�7 coeditor, yale university Publications in anthropology
19�6-1950 President, eastern states archaeological federation
19�6-1950 editor, american antiquity
19�6-1957 fieldwork in venezuela
19�6, 1953 fieldwork in trinidad
19�8-1960 member, executive board, florida anthropological society
1950-1953 member, executive board, american anthropological  

  association
1952-1953 President, society for american archaeology 
1950-1963 editor, yale university Publications in anthropology
1957-1958 vice president, american ethnological society
1958-1961 delegate of the american anthropological association,  

  national research council
1960-1962 associate editor, american anthropologist
1963-196� guggenheim fellow, institute of archaeology,university of 

   london
1967-1968 President, american anthropological association
1968-1969 acting editor, yale university Publications in anthropology
1973 fieldwork in antigua
1973-1985 assistant editor for caribbean archaeology, Handbook of latin  

  american studies, u.s. library of congress
1977 oppenheimer visiting associate, university of capetown
1977-1979 President, association for field archaeology
198� retired from yale university
2006 died february � in new Haven, connecticut
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awards and Honors

19�8  a. cressy morrison Prize for the monograph Porto  
   Rican Prehistory

1951  elected to the new york academy of sciences
195�  medalla commemorativa del vuelo Panamericano pro  

   faro a colón, awarded by the cuban government
1960  viking fund medal and award in anthropology
1962  elected to the national academy of sciences
1963-196� guggenheim fellow
198�  distinguished service award, american anthropological  

   association
1985  fiftieth anniversary award, society for american archaeology
1995 distinguished service award, international association for 

   caribbean archaeology

Professional record

193�  b.s., yale university
1938  Ph.d., yale university
1938  named assistant curator of anthropology, Peabody museum 

   of natural History, yale university
1939  named instructor in the department of anthropology,  

   yale university
19�3  Promoted to assistant professor, department of anthropology, 

   yale university
19�7  Promoted to associate curator, Peabody museum of natural 

   History, yale university
19�8  Promoted to associate professor, department of anthropology, 

   yale university
195�  Promoted to full professor, department of anthropology, 

   yale university
195�  named research associate, Peabody museum of natural  

   History, yale university
1957-63 chair, department of anthropology, yale university
1970  named charles j. maccurdy Professor of anthropology,  

   department of anthropology, yale university
1975  named research affiliate, Peabody museum of natural  

   History, yale university
1977  named curator of anthropology, Peabody museum of  

   natural History, yale university
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198�  named Professor emeritus, department of anthropology, 
    yale university

198�  named curator emeritus, Peabody museum of natural  
   History, yale university

membersHiPs

american academy of arts and sciences
american anthropological association
american council of learned societies
american ethnological society
archaeological society of connecticut
association for field archaeology
connecticut academy of science and engineering
eastern states archaeological federation
florida anthropological society
gesell institute of child development
society for american archaeology
society of Professional archaeologists
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